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xDPRO is a powerful and modular document processing
platform. xDPRO offers the tools for managing processes
(rather than tasks) to improve business performance
outcomes and operational agility. Processes span
organizational boundaries, linking together documents,
information flows, and systems to create and deliver value.
Examples are: inserting documents in an ERP, saving
document information in databases, converting file formats,
archiving documents, inserting extracted data into SAP
workflows, and much more.

xDPRO consists of a modular product architecture: different
components can be pieced together differently for various
purposes. xDPRO “workers” are similar to Lego pieces, and
can be assembled together in many ways to handle diverse
digital document processing scenarios. Speaking

figuratively, xDPRO is the conveyor belt that transfers the
documents through the software. Individual tools called
workers retrieve the documents from the conveyer belt,
process them one by one, and then return them to be
processed by the next worker or application. The last tool in
the pipeline generally removes the document from the
conveyor belt. Depending on the configuration, xDPRO can
contain various different workers to implement different
kinds of document processing, and further tools can be
added as required.

The web application called xDPRO Monitor displays the
status of all document processing scenarios and its workers.
xDPRO Web App also provides access to (optional)
document audit trail.
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Practical applications for 
xDPRO, a few scenarios

✓ Extract 100% accurate data from ‘digital PDF’ files
and transform to a structured data file format

✓ Transform structured data files to other formats
(XML, cXML, UBL2, CSV, JSON, ISDOC, …)

✓ Convert TIFF, JPG, PNG, PDF and PDF/A formats
✓ Archive documents
✓ Insert references to SAP ERP or other target systems
✓ Automated processing of PDF invoices received via

email in conjunction with OCR
✓ Insert extracted data into SAP workflow solutions

such as OpenText VIM
✓ Batch-import documents
✓ Integrate scanning processes with SAP ERP
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xDPRO benefits at a glance

✓ Easily build and automate document flows between business partners
necessitating different file format, protocols and transfer methods.

✓ Quickly create B2B entry points to integrate unconnected information
sources, databases and applications across your business, customers,
suppliers and partners.

✓ Integrate a wide variety of document formats, using an easy-to-use EDI
platform which supports multiple standards.

✓ Easily convert EDI, e-invoicing, and text PDF files to other formats
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XCENTER DIGITAL (“XCD”) drives digital finance transformation thru Procure-to-Pay and Enterprise
Content Management (ECM) services and solutions. Alongside our proprietary products, we offer
core competences in OpenText, SAP and UiPath technologies. Incepted in 2008, we have delivered in
excess of 250 enterprise projects, pro-actively manage services for over 40 blue-chip clients on an
ongoing basis, and help buyers and suppliers digitize their Procure-to-Pay processes with innovative
products that facilitate smart electronic invoicing, and bridge the gap to RPA 2.0’s “unassisted bot”.
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